The Sanctions
Debate
and the Black Sash
Ordinary South Africans
cannot travel overseas without
being questioned about their
views on sanctions and
disinvestment. For Sheena
Duncan* who is a
Vice-president of the South
African Council of Churches
and widely identified as a
former National President of
the Black Sash, it has been
imperative to present a
reasoned and consistent
response. Abbreviated (and
sometimes inaccurate)
accounts of her views have
caused some debate at home
and so we publish them here.
She makes the following
points:

1 . The South African Council of
Churches has called for comprehensive sanctions.
^ . The Black Sash has not made
any statement on sanctions because
wc have no common mind on the
issue which is an indication of how
difficult the subject is.
O . 1 personally would support the
call for comprehensive mandatory
sanctions if I thought they were
politically possible in the foreseeable
future. If South Africa were to be
totally isolated by every country in
the world simultaneously, apartheid
would probably not last a fortnight
but 1 do not think that this is possible.
I am not thinking of the West here.
We have all kinds of trading partners
outside the Commonwealth, the
European Community, and the
United States.
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Because I do not think comprehensive mandatory sanctions are
immediately possible 1 have urged
people to think strategically about
the sanctions they can apply, I
believe they must be carefully
chosen to have the maximum and
most rapid impact on the South
African government in the first place
and on the white electorate in the
second place. After a sanction is
imposed it must be carefully
monitored to see if it is achieving the
desired effect.

5. 1 believe the disinvestment campaign has not achieved any perceivable political effect and I have used
the Coca Cola example to point out
that the really effective sanction
would have been if Coke was
withdrawn from the South African
market.
I have said that the
withdrawal of the company had no
more than a one night news effect
and I think it a pity if people expend
resources of energy on such campaigns when there is so much else
thev could focus on,

6produceFinancial
sanctions seem to
the most rapid and long term
results. When the banks refused to
roll over the South African loans in
1985 it w'as only a matter of ten days
before the State President announced
that the pass laws would be repealed
and (hat citizenship would be restored to those from whom it had been
taken. The first has been done and
the second has been partially done,
and die process is still ongoing. I
believe that the South African
withdrawal from Angola and our apparent sincerity in letting the Namibian
435 process go ahead is caused by our
severe balance of payments problems.
In other words, the transfer of foreign
money to South Africa should be a
major focus*
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. I think the sports boycott has
been one hundred percent successful
in that it has changed white attitudes
in a way which makes thousands of
white South Africans more receptive
to political change and that it is now

beginning to have political effects in
the travels of Danie Craven and
others. However I have doubts about
the cultural and academic boycotts
because they seem to me to be
messy, and to cut us off from new
thoughts which could open our
minds while Ihey allow in the dregs
of 'western civilisation', such as
Frank Sinatra et al coming to Sun
City.

8.

I have been against the coal
embargo because of the Mozambique
mineworkcrs who are the first to be
laid off when the old labour intensive
mines are closed and who, because
they are foreign migrants, have no

calls.
In this regard, when someone
challenged me about a mythical
black mother whose fourteen-yearold is in detention, asking if her
suffering could be made worse by
sanctions. I said it could be if her
three-year-old were to die of a malnutrition-related disease because the
breadwinner had lost his job. Suffering cannot be quantified. It is absolute in the loss of a child whether
through detention or through hunger
and only people who have not experienced it can talk about its degree.
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I challenge the right of South
African businessmen to go around
the world opposing sanctions be(wu*f P> w **uf TO &> www v«/frfttt/uP^ cause ihey will cause black unemployment. They were the ones
who caused our structural unemployment in the first place which had
reached a level of 259c before sanctions were imposed. In the last century mine-owners devised the
homelands policy when they created
the reserves in order to deprive black
people of their land and force them
lo work on the mines by the imposition of taxes. If they arc now so
Plamu in Human Rtgh?s:Ques?ioTts ami
concerned about black unemployAnswers O UNESCO 1981.
ment, why are they investing their
right of residence in South Africa,
money in other countries all over the
however long they have worked
world? I suggest that ihis is a
here, so ihey are deported back into
worthwhile focus wherever South
that hopeless situation in MozamAfrican businesses are establishing
bique and do not even have the very
themselves in other places. It should
limited Unemployment Insurance
be prevented, and this also implies
Fund benefits because they are
the necessary element of sacrifice for
foreign migrants who are excluded
the country refusing their investment,
from the UIF Act.
which ought to be a pan of all
However, after a good conversanon-violent commitment.
lion with Eddie Funde. the ANC
representative in Australia. I acHowever it is not true thai all
knowledge the point thai coal is one
the opponents of sanctions are proof our major earners of foreign curapartheid. Some of those who most
rency and that the embargo is consisvehemently oppose sanctions have
tent with the attempt to reduce
also opposed apartheid in a comforeign earnings. This is an example
mitted and sacrificial way for years
of the dilemma in which we find
and years.
ourselves when we are convinced of
the efficacy of sanctions as a nonI think the ban on landing
violent weapon for forcing change
rights for airways is excellent and 1
but have to face our responsibility for
think the people's sanctions such as
those who will really suffer, immedithe boycotts of South African fruit
ately and personally, because of our
are very good. They do not have
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much financial effect because ihey
are easily avoided by sanctions busting techniques but ihey are invaluable as vehicles for raising the level
of awareness and information in the
electorates of other countries.
12.
I am opposed to ihc
withdrawal of diplomatic representation because those services are
invaluable in gelling sound information out of this country but such
withdrawal could be of immense im-

portance at the end when we have
reached the point where a dramatic
thrust could push the whole thing
over. I am in favour of the kind of
specifically targettcd sanctions such
as threats by Europe in response to
ihe fund raising legislation earlier
this year,
13.
As for the findings of different surveys of black opinion on
sanctions, I use the Schlemmer and
Orkin ones as examples. Professor

Schlemmer and Mark Orkin hold
very different views on sanctions.
Both of ihcm conducted surveys of
opinion in black urban communities
countrywide* Both surveys came out
wilh remarkably similar results,
within a percentage or two. The
results showed 24% entirely in
favour of sanctions, 25% againsi and
51% in the middle in favour of sanetions provided they do not cause a
loss of jobs. That just highlights how
difficult the subject isa

